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Developing Design Agencies’ Competences:
From Craftsmanship to Consulting.

Designers’ and thus design agencies’ core capability is their ability to manage
product languages and meanings. When utilized in daily interaction with their clients’
key value creation processes, e.g. new product development, this capability is
strategic in nature. However, this significant value creation potential is often
unrealized. Design agencies are seldom able to turn such valuable interactions into
truly profitable businesses. Usually, design agencies are very small companies
performing only as in execution role. Even though agencies are often involved with
strategically important initiatives, they are not taking part in the strategic decisionmaking itself or selling strategic consulting whatsoever.

Anssi Tuulenmaki
Helsinki University

This paper focuses on the relationship between design agencies and their clients.
The paper aims to reveal how such relationships have developed towards higher
levels of value creation. What kind of knowledge and processes are needed from
agencies’ point of view in order to improve their service offerings? How could they
move from limited execution role, i.e. craftsmanship, more towards the business
development and business-consulting role? To address the topic we interviewed
senior executives of six major Finnish design agencies, one international design
agency and 23 of agencies’ present or potential clients. Interviews lasted 60-120
minutes each; all of them were taped and further transcribed to text.
From the basis of interview material we were able to analyze how the relationship
between a design agency and a client has actually started and developed. To
summarize the findings we present several frameworks. For example, we discuss
what kind of knowledge and skills are needed, from design agencies’ point of view,
in successful management of agency-client relationship. There are skills needed in
the beginning of the relationship in order to get the account. Also, there are skills
needed to successfully operate in idea generation/ selection environment as well
as skills needed to develop the ideas into profitable products (execution). In
addition, agencies need project management skills and account management
skills. Finally, skills and knowledge needed to develop and sell services supporting
clients’ strategic decision-making is another important area, especially in
longer-term relationships.
Also, we describe what kinds of services and issues clients have asked for. We
organize these issues under 12 headings, which, in more general level, could be
divided in three areas. First group includes issues related to new idea creation and
selection, that is, issues before the actual decision to develop anything concrete.
Second group includes issues related to execution of selected ideas. Finally, there
are issues related to strategic decision making, that is, longer-term visions and
insight regarding clients’ products and firm. At least in Finland, services supporting
clients’ strategic decisions are the least developed area of those three. The lack of
strategic skills calls for more heterogeneous personnel. Although pure design
education might be enough to make strategic decisions it is often insufficient to
develop and sell packages offering strategic services.
In the full paper, we will go through these issues in greater detail and draw some
conclusions what is needed to move from pure craftsmanship more towards
business consulting.
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DEVELOPING DESIGN AGENCIES’
COMPETENCES: FROM
CRAFTSMANSHIP TO CONSULTING

The following analysis focuses on the relationship between design agencies and
their clients. The analysis is based on interviews done in 30 companies: six
Finnish design agencies, one international agency, and 23 of agencies’ current or
potential clients. Based on information gathered from the interviews I draw
conclusions on how agency-client cooperation starts, under which circumstances
relationships develop, and, especially from design agencies point of view, what
kind of knowledge and skills are needed in successful relationships.
The following discussion sketches a generic process model for design agencies
when they are acting as external consultants in projects closely related to new
product development. Traditional, generic product development process models,
like Stage-Gate™ (Cooper, Edgett, Kleinschmidt 2002) or the one presented by
Ulrich & Eppinger (2000) do not emphasize enough the differences working in
idea development and idea execution. At best, there might be distinctive Go/NoGo decision points in the process but all the gates seems to be equally important.
From agency-client relationship point of view, the point where the decision is
made whether a concept is going to be developed further as a product or not is
totally different from the other decisions points. This will be discussed next.
To understand the agency-client relationship we have to understand better what
kind of interests lay within the client organizations. The key is to recognize that
there might be several, often contradictory interests even within the same client
organization. To clarify this idea I introduce a concept called Hurdle (fig 1).

HURDLE
EMERGENCE OF
NEW IDEAS AND
TECHNOLOGIES
Companies are not
competing with
how many new
technologies or ideas
they can introduce to
markets but
how effective and
profitable they are.

The Hurdle limits
the amount of ideas
and technologies,
which will be
utilized.
Benefits
P rofits
Risks
Costs

INDUSTRIALIZATION,
PRODUCT
PROGRAMS
The Hurdle exists in the
decision point where the
biggest increase of costs
and resources is needed,
i.e. between
concepts/early prototypes
and the official product
programs.

Figure 1; the Hurdle.

Companies are not competing on the amount of new ideas, technologies or
products per se but on how profitable they. That is, how effectively they are able
to introduce new products and selected ideas. Regardless what kind of product
development process a company is using, at some point during idea/ product
development managers have to make a decision whether they are going to
develop an idea further to a concrete product or not. After that particular go-

decision the amount of people and resources committed to the project increases
dramatically. The initiative is turned into an official product program. In this paper,
that decision point is called as the Hurdle. It is important to note that the spot
where the Hurdle is might vary a lot. In software business, for example, even the
early development of new software is very expensive due to personnel costs,
whereas making a large amount of copies (i.e. production) of the developed
software is an irrelevant cost. Quite opposite, in traditional hardware businesses
the development phase is relatively cheap but industrialization or production (i.e.
making larger amount of copies) involves very serious financial decisions. Thus,
it is important to recognize what kind of a cost structure the client organization
has and which side of the Hurdle you are working as an external consultant.
Especially in bigger companies, people working before the Hurdle and people
working after the Hurdle have totally different responsibilities and thus point of
views. To put it simple, the main responsibility of people working before the
Hurdle is to create new ideas. Thus, before the Hurdle, new ideas are always
appreciated; they are perceived as opportunities. However, after the Hurdle a
new idea can be seen as a threat. For a project manager who is pushing a new
product ahead with fixed launch date and serious financial consequences, every
new suggestion is easily seen as a threat, an extra-work, which only increases
the uncertainties and risks. To sum up, an external consultant such as design
agency has to recognize which side of the Hurdle they are operating to
appreciate the client organization’s different mental views, obligations and
expectations.
Depending on which side of the Hurdle they work and make
decisions, people have different views and interests…
NE W IDE A IS an
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?
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Generate and demonstrate new
technologies, ideas and concepts;
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Figure 2; because of the different views it is important to recognize which side of the
Hurdle you are operating.

Now we can take a look at what kind of preferences clients actually have for
design agency services. We asked 27 senior managers from 23 client
organizations to describe what kind of services and help they have acquired,
have preferred in the past or would like to acquire in the future from design
agencies. Figure 3 summarizes those discussions. It is important to note that I
am not stating that any individual client would like to buy all of these services, nor
that all design agencies are offering all these services as identifiable products.
Usually, clients are getting some of these services as a byproduct of something
else, e.g. a conceptualization package.
WHAT KINDS OF SERVICES DID CLIENTS WANT FROM DESIGN AGENCIES?

1.EXTERNAL
INSIGHT/VIEW
ABOUT
PRODUCTS

CONCEPTUALIZATION
3.GREAT VARIETY
OF POSSIBLE
CHOICES

?

2.IDEAS
ABOUT NEW
IDEAS

4.LEARNING DURING IDEA SELECTION
PROCESS

INVENTION

HURDLE

5.JUSTIFIED
SELECTION OF IDEAS

EXECUTION

LAUNCH

MASS
MARKET

6.PROFESSIONAL EXECUTION
OF SELECTED IDEAS

-manufacturability
-schedules
-total costs
-functionality
-serviceability
-usability
-aesthetics etc

7.ROUTINE
RESOURCE
TO SOME OF
THE SUBPROCESSES

?

8.STYLING

9.MARKETING
MATERIAL

10.LONGER-TERM
BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT –
CONTINUUM TO
PRODUCT
GENERATIONS

?

-e.g.modelling
11.SUPPORTING INTERNAL MARKETING

12.SUPPORTING BRAND MANAGEMENT (holistic visual skills and understanding)

Figure 3; what kinds of services are clients asking for?

As seen in the Figure 3, the services are divided in 12 issues and linked to a
generic product development process, the Hurdle being the watershed in the
middle. In the following, a short explanation of each of the issues is presented:
1.External insight/ view about products. Some of the clients seem to
appreciate that someone outsider with broad design expertise analyses the
products in terms of design and product language. An outsider, without the
burden of having been involved in the company routines or departments or
previous development efforts might have a clearer view of the weaknesses of the
company’s products as compared to competitors’ products. Also, when someone
from outside suggests improvements they might be more easily accepted than if
someone from e.g. marketing department says that. There are always millions of
reasons why products have to be exactly like they are at the moment; marketing

have they own reasons, manufacturing have they own etc. An outsider eases the
development discussion.
2.Ideas about new ideas. Naturally, outsiders are helping when a client
company is looking for totally new ideas. However, quite often, companies will
get this service cheaper from various student projects.
3.Offering variety of possible choices. Clients appreciate that they have a
great variety of possible choices to choose from. Variety might help to detect new
directions for the development.
4.Learning during idea selection process. When people in a client
organization are voicing opinions about the idea variants they are actually
learning at the same time. When they are explaining to a consultant why any
particular idea is good or why it is bad they are actually verbalizing the essence
of their products and markets. While being highly important to recognize, such
knowledge is often tacit in nature and seldom expressed in concrete terms.
5.Justified selection of ideas to be developed further. One of the main
concerns in companies is to know which are the most suitable ideas to commit
to. All criteria or services that help clients make decisions are highly appreciated.
This is closely related to how a designer as an external consultant works – an
experienced consultant can always explain what is the reasoning behind choices.
6.Professional execution of selected ideas. Professional execution of selected
ideas encompasses being an aesthetic authority in a development team, taking
care that the final product is functional, easy to use, easy to repair, easy and
cost-effective to manufacture, that it is desirable, fits with other products and so
on. The difficulty is to have a deep enough knowledge about each of those subareas, and, at the same time, maintain the overall view of costs and deadlines.
As already mentioned earlier during the Hurdle discussion, it is very important to
recognize whether the client expects you to be in an execution mode or an idea
generation mode. The former means that you are working after the Hurdle and all
the biggest decisions have already been made. Trying to change the already
selected product specification or to suggest alternative product specifications
after the Hurdle often leads to dissatisfaction, missed deadlines, increased costs
etc.
7.Routine resource to some sub-process. Every now and then a client
company might want to ease the workload of its employees. Often the rationale is
the urgency to focus on the highest value adding work and to externalize the
routine work to trusted external parties. Acting successfully as an external routine
resource involves timely and high quality execution. It must be a risk-free option
for the client. Especially, it should not increase the client organization workload.
The worst scenario is that the client, after continuous, time consuming
information sharing have to redo some work ordered from the external agency.

8.Styling. Surprisingly often design agencies are still used to finalize the curves
and lines of an already developed product. “This is the box our engineers have
developed, could you enhance the look and feel, please?” Even though it might
not be easy to improve something when one is not allowed to change the
fundamental choices, a successful styling contract might lead to a more profitable
account down the road.
9.Marketing material. Design agencies as visual professionals are sometimes
sought to produce marketing material for exhibitions, promotions, brochures etc.
10.Longer-term business development: creation of continuum to product
generations. What makes Volvo look like a Volvo, or a Nokia phone look like a
Nokia phone? How much can they be changed without losing the soul? A
detectable, meaningful identity is a result of long-term vision and work. While
working for a wide array of businesses, products and clients design agencies
have superior ability to understand and create product languages and thus
meanings. Indeed, as Roberto Verganti argued in his article (2003) design
agencies act as gatekeepers to product languages and meaning creation. From
clients’ perspective, it is very difficult to change a design agency that has
developed the identity to their products and a continuum to their product
generations. It takes years to develop a new, equally deep relationship.
11.Supporting internal marketing. The bigger the client the more important is
internal marketing. If we think how many new ideas, perspectives and interests
are competing for resources and awareness in companies like Nokia or General
Motors for instance; one realizes that it is not always the best ideas that are
introduced to the marketplace but the ideas that are internally marketed most
effectively. Before a new idea is finally launched it requires effective and timely
co-operation from hundreds of different stakeholders. A great variety of players
must know what the new idea is about, how it affects their work and status in the
near future, what and when they should do to help the idea to go further, how
much effort they are expected to put into it, with whom they should make contact
before, after and during their part of the development work. If the new idea is
advertised internally people are already expecting it and they are able to prepare
for it.
12.Supporting brand management. In addition to clients’ product development,
also the brand management might seek and benefit from the visual expertise
offered by designers.
WHAT MAKES SUCCESSFUL DESIGN AGENCY: WHAT CAPABILITIES AND
SKILLS ARE NEEDED?

The above discussion described what kind of help clients were seeking from
design agencies. That leads directly to the next question: what makes a
successful design agency, what kind of skills and capabilities are needed in
successful agency-client relationships?
DEVELOPING DESIGN AGENCIES CAPABILITIES –
WHAT SHOULD THEY KNOW
1.SKILLS THAT ENABLE GETTING THE ACCOUNT
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Figure 4; skills that are needed in successful agency-client relationship

As seen in Figure 4 above, we can divide the needed skills in six areas. Before
describing the skills in greater detail, it is worth mentioning that not all of the skills
are necessarily needed in getting and managing profitable accounts. For
example, a design agency might succeed well focusing solely on operating in
idea development and/or idea execution environment. However, sound strategic
argumentation might ease the way to get into the core of clients’ decisionmaking, and, thus deepening the relationship. That, in turn, might lead to work
opportunities with higher value adding potential and increased margins. Similarly,
skills that enable getting new accounts might not be vital if an agency is usually
fully occupied with pre-existing customers. In the following, each of the skills is
shortly described.
1.Skills that enable getting the account.
No matter who the customer is they want to know as soon as possible how an
agency could help them. It means that an agency should not only go through the
list of references but focusing on what that would mean for this particular client.
Describing how co-operation benefits the client is of paramount importance
immediately during the first meeting. Also important is to reduce perceived risks,
especially when negotiating the actual deal. Let us take a closer look at these
two issues.
Perceived risks could be reduced by offering a clear, transparent process model
and by productizing the services into identifiable packages. Compared to buying
instantly a large, somewhat blurred whole, it is mentally easier to buy something

small first and then decide whether one wants to buy more. References might
play a role here as well; telling how an agency has solved similar problems
previously is a good way to utilize references.
Worth mentioning is that small, entrepreneur-led firms might feel uncomfortable
when asked to pay by the hours. Entrepreneurs would appreciate if an agency is
also willing to bear part of the project risk. Then, setting a fixed price for a project
or setting some type of a royalty agreement might work better.
What kinds of benefits have been demonstrated to the clients then?
a) An agency can improve clients’ development process by helping the client to
understand what kinds of decisions and choices have to be made in order to
design and develop a product, b) supporting internal marketing, c) improving new
product success rate by offering more justified and/or customer oriented
processes, d) time -and cost savings e.g. by developing easier-to-manufacture
products, e) better looking products, which means more sales directly and
indirectly (more credible high end product).
When deciding the details of the co-operation agreement it is vital to differentiate
between least the following four different situations. First, the client really knows
what they want and you agree. Then, you just execute the vision (before or after
the Hurdle). Second, it is clear that the client do not know exactly what they want,
which means that you help the client to make choices which lead to a vision
(before the Hurdle) and finally to a concrete end result. Third, you realize that the
client only thinks they know what they need but you are not sure whether that is
the right solution. Then an agency must target at a very transparent working
mode and analytic dialog. “This is what you said you want us to do but it means
this and this… is it still what you want…?” An agency is typically operating after
the Hurdle but bigger changes would require going back to before the Hurdle.
Fourth, you as a consultant do not understand the client well enough to judge
whether they know what they want. Then you should be honest and try to clarify
the situation by asking more questions and doing thorough homework.
There are few other issues that an external consultant should recognize during
the first contacts. For example, is the client seeking new ideas or just execution
of their own ideas? Is the idea you are asked to work with already decided to be
developed to as product? Does the client want a) to produce content with you
(you are mostly in competence role) or b) that you as an agency would produce
content independently (co-operation should decrease client’s employees’ work
load – an agency is mostly in resource role), c) that an agency packages
contents already created by the client.
2.Skills in idea development environment.

Creativity, i.e. ability to create new ideas is important but in transaction with
clients innovativeness is an even more sought capability. Innovativeness can be
defined as an ability to create commercially viable ideas.
In addition to innovativeness, visualization skills are highly value adding in
environments where something new is under development. Designers can
visualize abstract and vague ideas as well as decide details of more advanced
ideas. Such visualizations are very powerful information sharing tools. That very
power contains the potential downside - early visualizations are so strong
messages that they might lock developers’ thoughts and prevent other ideas
from emerging. Thus, visualizations can also be done too early.
A skillful designer/ consultant is able to give reasons for his or her choices and
also helps others to clarify their thoughts. Quite often, and especially from design
agency’s point of view, the process how the development team reaches the end
result is more important than any particular end result itself.
Another skill that is needed in idea development environment is to understand
the client’s background and idiosyncratic characteristics before ideas proceed to
the Hurdle. The most important issues against which the new ideas are
evaluated at the Hurdle are client’s cost structure, competences, strategic focus,
brand essence, and market dynamics.
3.Skills in execution environment.
In professional execution, specific knowledge is needed about various materials
and their manufacturability, usability, serviceability, aesthetics etc. But, at the
same time, consultants should have a broad understanding of total costs,
timelines and client company’s product language and identity.
4.Project skills.
Daily communications are the most visible and thus the most important part of
the experience a client gets. The client should always know whom to contact and
how the work is progressing. The basics like meeting the deadlines, deliverables
and documents are extremely important but, however, often taken for granted.
A designer is expected to be an authority in visual decisions but at the same time
designers should know how to adjust within the rest of the development team
and understand experts from other fields. Also, a designer should know how to
show initiative without being too much a soloist. An example of the latter could be
a designer disappearing for two weeks and then coming to the customer and
showing brilliant, finalized result, which, unfortunately, is not at all what the client
has wanted… Usually, clients urge to know the premises and comment
intermediary phases as well.
5.Relationship skills.

These skills refer to how the client is served from one project to another. It is a
challenge to gain profound understanding on a client’s world but it is even more
difficult to do so by maintaining simultaneously an outsider’s perspective and
fresh approach. During a long business relationship, a consultant easily starts
taking issues for granted which might lead to a lower level service, which leads to
a dissatisfaction, which in turn, might eventually kill the relationship.
Being flexible and trustworthy characterizes long-term relationships: “It’s nobrainer [for us], I only have to call [to the agency] to get wheels turning and work
done…”
6.Strategic skills.
Strategic skills refer to knowledge and services, which helps clients to gain
competitive advantage over its competitors. Being strategically potent requires
profound and broad understanding on business fundamentals and companymarket specifics. Basic design education and background might be enough to
make decisions that are strategic in nature, but more heterogeneous personnel is
needed before design agencies are able to develop strategic service packages
and sell them to clients.
However, expansion to strategic services is only one direction where design
agencies could move. From my understanding, and as seen in Figure 5, design
agencies are in a very good position to grasp a larger share of the key value
creation processes.
DESIGN AGENCY’S QUEST
How to reach the target
market and sales
goals?

Marketing

In what direction should the
company go?

Advertising agency

Media office
Business
consultant
Operative

DESIGN

Strategic

Engineering
How should the
product be developed
and manufactured?

OEM
Manufacturing

Figure 5; design agency's quest

What is the
optimal
organization?

SUMMARY
In this study, services that clients were wanting from design agencies could be
divided in three areas: idea creation and planning, idea execution/ product
development, and strategic visions and services. These three areas differ at least
in terms of customer expectations, stake levels, time pressures, hierarchy levels,
opponent players, and requested skills. When developing service offerings and
procedures, design agencies should take into account these differences. From
the three service areas mentioned above, the strategic services offered by
design agencies are the least developed. This is especially true among Finnish
design agencies. The basic designer education and working experience might be
enough to make decisions that have strategic implications but might not be
enough to conduct development of strategic service packages, not to mention
selling them to clients’ top management teams.
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